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nEw FAcEs
Constance Bailey

 We are very excited to announce that Constance Bailey has been ap-
pointed as Assistant Professor of English at the University of Arkansas.  Last 
fall, Bailey began a joint appointment in the Department of English and the 
Program in African and African American Studies.  As a specialist in African 
American literary and cultural studies, she brings a needed and essential per-
spective to the teaching of American literature and culture in the department.

 Prior to joining our department, Bailey held a position in the English 
Department at the University of Southern Mississippi-Gulf Park.  Originally 
from Natchez, Missouri, she earned her Ph.D. in English with a specializa-
tion in African Diaspora Literature from the University of Missouri.  Her 
M.A. in English with an emphasis in Folklore and Oral Tradition is also from the University of Missouri.  
Bailey’s research and teaching interests cover a wide array of engaging subjects, including African Ameri-
can comedy, humor, and satire; African American religion and spirituality; African American identity and 
food politics; and African American folklore, science fiction/futuristic texts, and film.

 The richness of Bailey’s expertise was on full display this past year in her graduate and undergradu-
ate courses.  In the fall of 2016, she taught a graduate seminar titled “’Laughing to Keep from Crying’: 
African American Comedy, Humor, and Satire in Context” as well as an undergraduate course on “Soul 
Food: African American Identity and the Politics of Food.”  For spring of 2017, she taught a second seminar 
in African American literature and culture, this one on “Liminality in Folklore, Fiction, and Film,” as well 
as an undergraduate survey of modern and contemporary American literature that emphasized food, class, 
and culture.  In the summer, she taught a combined graduate/undergraduate class on “Beyonce and Black 
Feminist Theory.”

 Bailey’s graduate-level courses, in particular, have been critical to the success of the department’s 
newly revised M.A. Program in English, which offers specializations in, among other areas, Ethnic and Re-
gional Literatures, Gender and Sexuality, and Modern American Literature.  “My overall goal in the class-
room is to encourage students to generate knowledge and not just acquire it,” Bailey said.  “For this reason, 
I offer a classroom model centered on an open exchange of ideas, dialogue, and thoughtful interrogation.”

Rodney Wilhite

 Rodney Wilhite joined the English Department’s central office staff 
in the role of Administrative Specialist last summer. After receiving his 
M.F.A. in poetry from the department in 2013, Wilhite taught composition 
and creative writing at the University of Arkansas-Fort Smith.  Although 
born in Fayetteville, he grew up in Westville, Oklahoma, right across the 
border. His poems have appeared in Cream City Review, Pleiades, Fourteen 
Hills: The SFSU Review, and Puritan.  When asked how he likes being back 
in the department, Wilhite said, “I really want to know what everyone is 
reading.”
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nEws From Around ThE dEpArTmEnT
Program in Creative Writing and Translation

 Last spring, Davis McCombs, director of the Program in Creative Writing and Translation, was 
awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship.  According to the Guggenheim Foundation website, the fellowships 
“are intended for individuals who have already demonstrated exceptional capacity for productive scholar-
ship or exceptional creative ability in the arts.”  “We’re tremendously proud of Davis and gratified to see 
him recognized among some of the finest artists in his field,” said Dorothy Stephens, chair of the Depart-
ment of English.  “He joins an elite cohort.”

 McCombs, who was also promoted to full professor last spring, is the 
author of three collections of poetry.  His first book, Ultima Thule, won the 
1999 Yale Series of Younger Poets.  Dismal Rock, his second, won the Dorset 
Prize from Tupelo Press and was later awarded the 2008 Eric Hoffer Award 
and the Kentucky Literary Award.  His most recent volume, lore, won the 
Agha Shahid Ali Poetry Prize and was published by the University of Utah 
Press last year.   

 Also in the spring, J.T. Mahany, a graduate student in the M.F.A. Pro-
gram in Creative Writing and Translation, was awarded the Albertine Prize 
for his translation of the novel Bardo or Not Bardo by French author Antoine 
Volodine.  Issued through the French Embassy in the United States, the Alber-
tine Prize “recognizes American readers’ favorite work of contemporary Francophone fiction while encour-
aging the discovery of new literary voices, translated and published in the US in the past year.”  “This is a 
distinguished prize, and we’re thrilled that J.T.’s work is being recognized and promoted,” said McCombs.  
“He’s both a gifted and prolific translator, and he clearly has a bright future ahead.” 

 Mahany’s translation of Bardo or Not Bardo was published last year by Open Letter Books.  In 
2015, the same press published Mahany’s translation of the Volodine novel Post-Exoticism in Ten Lessons, 
Lesson Eleven.  In translating both books, Mahany was challenged by Volodine’s unconventional writing 
style.  “Volodine attempts to write French as if it’s a foreign language,” Mahany said.  “So I had to make the 
English feel foreign as well.” 

 For its 2016 Distinguished Reader Series, the Program in Creative 
Writing and Translation featured renowned poet and author Claudia Rankine.  
Rankine’s reading last fall was the final event of the 2016 True Lit Fayette-
ville Literary Festival.  The program also welcomed three Walton Visiting 
Writers to campus—Hisham Matar, as Visiting Writer in Fiction, Clare Cava-
nagh, as Visiting Writer in Translation, and Natalie Diaz, as Visiting Writer in 
Poetry.  In addition to reading from their own work at public events, the two 
met individually with M.F.A. students to discuss the students’ work. 

Davis McCombs

Claudia Rankine
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nEws From Around ThE dEpArTmEnT
English Department Hosts Bible Craft Symposium

  Last April, the English Department joined the 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the Rare Book 
School at the University of Virginia to host “Bible 
Craft: Making and Remaking Scripture in Early Brit-
ain and America.”  Focusing on the materiality of the 
written text in early Bibles, the symposium was held 
on the University of Arkansas campus and geared for 
undergraduate students and the general public.  Joshua 
Smith, coordinator of the event and director the depart-
ment’s Medieval and Renaissance Studies Program, 
received a prestigious, three-year Scholars of Critical 
Bibliography Fellowship from the Mellon Foundation 
in 2015, which provided seed money for the sympo-
sium and a related event last year.  “Literature doesn’t 
exist off in some Platonic space. It’s always embodied 
in some sort of material context,” Smith said. “Hope-
fully, the symposium got people thinking about the 

Bible as a dynamic text that gets used in different physical forms, over and over again—and about how 
encountering the Bible as an object shapes their experience of the text.”

 In a daylong series of lectures, some of the world’s leading authorities on medieval and early Ameri-
can manuscripts explored various dimensions of early Bibles—not as translations or editions but as mate-
rial objects.  Frans van Liere, director of the Medieval Studies Program at Calvin College and author of the 
2014 book An Introduction to the Medieval Bible, presented the opening lecture, “The Bible as Book—The 
Bible as Text.”  Other lectures included “Bibles as Record Books 
in the Middle Ages” (David Woodman, University of Cam-
bridge), “Psalms, Charms, and Exorcisms: Verbal Recipes for 
Healing in Medieval English Manuscripts” (Clarissa Chenovick, 
Fordham University), “The Poster Bible and the Wars of the 
Roses” (Sonja Drimmer, University of Massachusetts-Amherst), 
“America’s First Bible: The Scriptures in Algonquian” (Scott 
Manning Stevens, Syracuse University), and “We Shall Be as a 
City upon a Hill: John Winthrop’s Bible and the Making of Amer-
ican Exceptionalism” (Abram Van Engen, Washington University 
in St. Louis).

 A display at the symposium featured historical Bibles 
from the University of Arkansas Special Collections, along with 
folio pages and facsimiles of ancient Bibles, psalters, missals, and 
Books of Hours. Historical texts included an 1860 edition of a 
Cherokee-language Bible, a German-language Bible from an im-
migrant family, and a settler’s travel Bible from 1806.
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nEws From Around ThE dEpArTmEnT

 Congratulations to English Department Professor Emerita Margaret Jones Bolsterli for her splendid 
opera, During Wind and Rain. On April 20 we were privileged to attend the world premiere, directed by 
Judy Trice, at the Argenta Theater 
in North Little Rock. Based on 
events in her grandfather’s family 
and set between two family photo-
graph sessions five years apart, the 
joy and pain of family life on an 
Arkansas Delta farm is juxtaposed 
with the life described by Thomas 
Hardy in his poem, During Wind 
and Rain.  Her libretto is simple, 
perfectly structured, and moving. 
The first act opens with Margaret’s 
grandfather, Joseph Jones (Mat-
thew K. Tatus), singing his con-
tentment at the prosperity he and 
his wife have regained after the 
destruction of the Civil War and 
his pride in their dear family as 
they prepare to pose for the yearly 
family photograph.  

 All of Bolsterli’s lyrics are spare, almost unbearably sweet, and wonderfully supported by Michael 
Rice’s music.  It’s hard to pick a best song out of many good ones, but an audience favorite was “Easy as 
Shucking Peas,” sung by Joseph’s daughter, Irene (Karen Qualheim Clark), who tells family members how 
easy it was to reform her wild, addiction-prone husband simply by loving him.  Her husband, Alfred (Dan-
iel Foltz-Morrison), weaves his own grateful lyrics into the song for tender moments of duet.  The first act 

Photo courtesy of the Old State House Museum. Margaret Jones Bolsterli (left) signs 
a copy of her book, Things You Need to Hear, at the Old Statehouse Museum in Little 
Rock for Diana Bennett Taldo of Springdale.

 John and Kay DuVal generously contributed the following review of Margaret Jones Bolsterli’s 
opera, During Wind and Rain, to Arkansas English.  

 Professor Emerita in English, Bolsterli retired in 1993 after twenty-five years in the English De-
partment.  Born and raised on a farm in the Arkansas Delta, she now lives on a farm near Wesley, Arkan-
sas.  Her acclaimed books about life in the South include Vinegar Pie and Chicken Bread: A Woman’s 
Diary of Life in the Rural South, 1890-1891; A Remembrance of Eden: Harriet Bailey Bullock Daniel’s 
Memories of a Frontier Plantation in Arkansas, 1849-1872; Born in the Delta: Reflections on the Making 
of a Southern White Sensibility; During Wind and Rain: The Jones Family Farm in the Arkansas Delta, 
1848-2006; and Kaleidoscope: Redrawing an American Family Tree.

Margaret Jones Bolsterli’s During Wind and Rain, the Opera
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nEws From Around ThE dEpArTmEnT
ends with the Photographer (Bob Bidewell) singing Thomas Hardy’s poem about the passing of generations, 
“During Wind and Rain,” complemented by, for purposes of context, refrains written by Bolsterli.  Having 
sung the poem, the Photographer takes the picture and a burst of light freezes the family in their happiness 
on the front porch of their house.

 The first-act songs are almost unbearable because audiences know that happiness is even less lasting 
in theater than in life, and this audience has heard frequent references to the weaknesses of Irene’s husband.  
Hardy’s poem, which begins, “They sing their sweetest songs,” is not reassuring, especially the last words 
sung by the Photographer, “Down their carved names the rain-drop plows.” 

 The second act, a year later, opens with the funeral of Irene and a lovely rendition of the familiar 
hymn, “When They Ring the Golden Bells.”  Time passes and things get worse.  For the sake of his children, 
Alfred tries in vain to remain strong.  He sinks into despair, gambling, drunkenness, and violence, recklessly 
killing Irene’s brother during a drunken binge.  Sorrows follow sorrow, with more death.  Very swiftly, with 
her plot and lyrics, Bolsterli explores the fragility of contentment, the need for redemption, and the near 
incapability of wounded human beings to forgive.  Near the end Joseph sings an aria where he remembers 
the way leaves fell years before and made a carpet of gold whereas now they just fall to the ground, drag-
ging their lives with them.  This musical poem by Bolsterli leads perfectly into the Photographer’s reprise 
of Hardy’s poem and another photo shot of the sadly depleted family, with Alfred gazing longingly from the 
periphery.  

 At the end a kind of artistic redemption does occur as the accomplished Argenta Community Theater 
orchestra takes over the music, and the actors, dead and alive, rise to amicably rejoin one another for the 
enthusiastic curtain call.  The show gripped our attention from beginning to end, and at the curtain call and 
the reception afterward we could tell that the actors knew they had participated in something great.

They sing their dearest songs--
 He, she, all of them--yea,
 Treble and tenor and bass,
  And one to play;
 With the candles mooning each face....
  Ah, no; the years O!
How the sick leaves reel down in throngs.

 They clear the creeping moss--
 Elders and juniors--aye,
 Marking the pathways neat
  And the garden gay;
 And they build a shady seat....
  Ah, no; the years, the years;
See, the white storm-birds wing across!

 They are blithely breakfasting all–
 Men and maidens–yea,
 Under the summer tree,
  With a glimpse of the bay, 
 While pet fowl come to the knee....
  Ah, no! The years O!
And the rotten rose is ripped from the wall.

 They change to a high new house,
 He, she, all of them--aye,
 Clocks and carpets and chairs
  On the lawn all day,
 And brightest things that are theirs...
  Ah, no; the years, the years;
Down their carved names the rain-drop plows.

During Wind and Rain
by Thomas Hardy
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nEws From Around ThE dEpArTmEnT
The Arkansas International Releases Second Issue

 The spring issue of The Arkansas International, a new literary journal produced by graduate students 
and faculty in the Program in Creative Writing and Translation, was released in April, featuring writing by 
authors from ten different countries.  “It’s even more far reaching than our debut issue,” said Geoff Brock, 
founding editor-in-chief of the journal.  “We try to bring international voices in conversation with American 
voices—to create intellectual spaces where those kinds of juxtapositions can happen in a productive and 
interesting way.”   
 
 The Arkansas International features poetry, fiction, translation, nonfiction, and comics from award-
winning writers who are as diverse in their style and form as they are in their geography. Writers in the sec-
ond issue represent, among other countries, Belarus, Iran, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, South Korea, and the United 
States. The featured author, Nao-Cola Yamazaki, has a wide readership in her native country of Japan and 
has won top awards there but is largely unknown to American audiences. Her folio of five stories in the 
second issue marks the most significant introduction of her work in the United States to date.  Sacha Idell, 
a third-year fiction student in the M.F.A. Program and a prose editor for the journal, said about the spring 
issue’s very short story by American author J. Robert Lennon, “‘Circuit City’ is one of my favorite pieces.  
It uses repetition and ambiguity in an unusual way for humor, and in doing so manages to scratch at much 
larger truths about the nature of contemporary storytelling in just a handful of pages.”

 “It’s been thrilling to see how the journal has grown in the past year,” said Davis McCombs, director 
of the Program in Creative Writing and Translation, who stepped in as editor-in-chief of the journal this fall. 
“What started as a passion project, created by our students and my colleague Geoff Brock, has become an 
important showcase of international and American literature.”  
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nEws From Around ThE dEpArTmEnT
New Version of Composition I

 Last fall the English Department’s Program in Rhetoric and Composition piloted a new version of 
Composition I that focuses on community ethnography.  Students in the six pilot sections wrote ethnograph-
ic accounts of on- and off-campus communities, engaging with the communities as both participants and 
observers. According to Grant Bain, Curriculum Specialist for the program, “Students were able to recog-
nize, and to articulate in some small way, the complexity of interactions among people within and across 
communities.”

 After choosing their communities, the students worked closely with their instructors to design sound 
methods for researching the communities.  Students wrote papers that summarized their methodologies, 
explained important aspects of their chosen communities, and analyzed these aspects in terms of how the 
communities function as a whole.  In addition to conducting primary research through interviews, surveys, 
and questionnaires, the students researched and synthesized secondary sources related to their chosen com-
munities.  In revising their papers, the students worked with a variety of forms, including blogs, magazine 
articles, academic essays, and multi-media presentations.

 Although the pilot course is still being evaluated, instructors of the course reported positive respons-
es from their students. Noticing an increase in student engagement, Morgan Scholz, a recent graduate of the 
M.A. Program in English, said, “Because they had the autonomy to select their own community to research 
and write about, students generally chose a subject that they were interested in and either already knew a 
lot about (and therefore had a sense of authority) or were intrigued to learn about (and therefore had a sense 
of curiosity).”  In some cases, Scholz said, “Their engagement with their communities compelled them to 
consider their own education, life experience, and vocation.”  Bain added, “Requiring students to grapple 
with purpose and audience helped them to conceive of their writing as engaging with the world, as doing 
something.”  

 The new version of Composition I may also have helped students broaden their points of view, ques-
tion their own knowledge, and extend themselves socially.  Eager to learn about other cultures, a student 
from a rural community in Arkansas worked with the Muslim Student Organization on campus.  Several 
students researching their fraternity realized they didn’t understand other students’ assumptions about Greek 
life, so they circulated a questionnaire among non-Greek students, synthesizing the data with their own ob-
servations and secondary research.  A student who researched the arts community at Crystal Bridges Muse-
um of American Art said she learned how to meet new people and have conversations with them, asserting, 
“It was finally time to grow up and find the courage to put myself out there.” 
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Spring Lecture Series: Lee Bebout Speaks on the Politics of Whiteness and Desire

 The English Department reinvigorated its Spring Lecture Series last year, inviting three significant 
scholars to speak on campus: Lee Bebout (Arizona State University), Cedric Burrows (Marquette Univer-
sity), and Shelley Ingram (University of Louisiana-Lafayette).  Ingram’s lecture was titled “Food and Do-
mestic Horror in the Novels of Shirley Jackson,” and Burrows’ was titled “When the Textbook You Read Is 
Not Your Own: The Construction of Martin Luther King and Malcolm X in Composition Textbooks.”  The 
Spring Lecture Series was coordinated by Constance Bailey, who joined the English Department last year, 
and made possible by funding from the J. William Fulbright College of Arts and Sciences.

 Bebout’s lecture, titled “Deep in the Heart of Whiteness: White Desire, Country Music, and the 
Political Potential of Love,” drew on work from his 2016 monograph Whiteness on the Border: Mapping the 
U.S. Racial Imagination in Brown and White. The latter engages with notions of Latinoness/browness vis a 
vis whiteness, filling in a needed gap in Critical Race Studies that have primarily focused on whiteness in re-
lation to blackness. In his talk, Bebout focused specifically on the dynamics of white desire that are brought 
to bear in the representations of Mexican women in country music. As Bebout argued, the highly visible 
and stereotypical exotic/erotic mexicana of U.S. popular culture is often used to render white masculinity as 
both desirable and idealized. Bebout’s presentation, like the lectures by Burrows and Ingram, drew a modest 
crowd of engaged undergraduate and graduate students as well as faculty from a variety of disciplines.

 As part of his visit, Bebout also attended Yajaira Padilla’s course on Chicana/Latina feminist thought 
and fiction, where he engaged in a less formal conversation with students that touched upon topics ranging 
from his research in Critical Race Studies to the politics of being a white male professor teaching about race 
and ethnic studies. During the lively discussion, Bebout also encouraged students to interrogate depictions 
of Latino peoples and immigrants in the media, which more often than not, he suggested, reveal more about 
whiteness and the anxiety of a white majority concerning changing demographics than they do about the 
brown subjects being represented. As a way of illustrating his point, Bebout used examples from both con-
servative media outlets such as Fox News and independent pundits such as Bill Maher.

nEws From Around ThE dEpArTmEnT

Shelley Ingram Cedric Burrows Lee Bebout
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Faculty Spotlight: Casey Kayser
 
 We are delighted to announce that Casey Kayser has been appointed 
as Assistant Professor of English at the University of Arkansas.  Kayser spe-
cializes in American and Southern literature and has expertise in modern and 
contemporary drama and in gender studies.  She brings a unique perspective 
to the department’s teaching of American literature and culture, especially 
contemporary women playwrights.  Kayser also brings to the department an 
extensive background in service learning.

 Prior to accepting her new tenure-track appointment in the English 
Department, Kayser held the positions of Visiting Assistant Professor and 
Clinical Assistant Professor at the University of Arkansas. In these positions, 
she developed a service-learning Medical Humanities course for junior and 
senior premedical students that focuses on how the social sciences and humanities, especially literature, 
enrich our understanding of medicine. For the experiential and service-learning components of the course, 
students shadow physicians and complete medically relevant service work, and the course is designed to 
cultivate compassion and community-mindedness in future healthcare providers. She has also teamed with 
faculty from the College of Health and Education Professions in partnership with Washington Regional 
Medical Center to develop the Health Coaches program, a series of three service-learning courses in which 
pre-health professions students work with faculty and a team of healthcare professionals to provide in-home 
support and help improve health outcomes for chronically ill patients. In these courses, students engage in 
reflective writing, and Kayser brings to the team a perspective on the role that narrative plays in medicine. 
Last year, for their dedication to developing the Health Coaches program, Kayser and Fran Hagstrom, assis-
tant dean of the College of Health and Education Professions, were honored as the recipients of the Univer-
sity of Arkansas’s inaugural Award for Outstanding Contributions to Service Learning.

 Originally from Jefferson City, Missouri, Kayser received her M.A. in English from the University 
of Missouri-Columbia.  Her Ph.D. in English is from Louisiana State University, where she received the H. 
Eustis Reily Service-Learning Graduate Assistantship and worked through L.S.U.’s Center for Community 
Engagement, Learning, and Leadership.  After leaving L.S.U., Kayser taught at Saint Michael’s College in 
Burlington, Vermont, and at Metropolitan State University in the Denver area.  Last year, she and a co-editor 
published a collection of essays, Carson McCullers in the Twenty-First Century, with Palgrave Macmillan; 
Kayser’s own piece in the collection is titled “From Adaptation to Influence: Carson McCullers on Stage.”  
She had three chapters or articles published in 2017: “Not the Stereotypical View of the South: An Oral His-
tory Service-Learning Project in a Southern Women’s Literature Course,” “The Real Housewives of Atlanta 
and the New South,” and “’The Most Horrific Tale’: Reading Faulkner’s Sanctuary as a Teenage Horror 
Legend.”

FAculTy nEws
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FAculTy nEws
New Books Published in 2016

Booker, M. Keith, and Bob Batchelor. Mad Men: A Cultural History. Lanham, MD: Rowman Littlefield,  
 2016.

Brock, Geoffrey. Six Memos for the Next Millennium, by Italo Calvino. Translation. New York, NY: Hough- 
 ton Mifflin Harcourt, 2016. 

Candido, Joseph, ed.  The Text, the Play, and the Globe: Essays on Literary Influence In Shakespeare’s   
 World and his Work in Honor of Charles R. Forker. Madison, NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson University  
 Press/Rowman & Littlefield, 2016. 

Gilchrist, Ellen. Things Like the Truth: Out of my Later Years. Jackson, MS: Mississippi UP, 2016.

Heffernan, Michael. The Night-Watchman’s Daughter. Co. Clare, Ireland: Salmon Poetry. 2016.

Jolliffe, David, Christian Z. Goering, Krista Jones Oldham, and James A. Anderson, Jr. 
 The Arkansas Delta Oral History Project: Culture, Place, and Authenticity.  Syracuse, NY: Syracuse  
 UP, 2016. 

Kahf, Mohja. The Hagar Poems. Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas Press, 2016. 

Kayser, Casey, and Alison Graham-Bertolini, eds. Carson McCullers in the Twenty-First Century. New   
 York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan. American Literature Readings in the 21st Century series, ed. Linda  
 Wagner-Martin, 2016. 

Madison, Robert. The Essex and the Whale: Melville’s Leviathan Library and the Birth of Moby-Dick. Santa  
 Barbara, CA: Praeger, 2016. 

McCombs, Davis. lore. Salt Lake City, UT: University of Utah Press, 2016.
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grAduATE nEws
Update on M.A. and Ph.D. Programs in English

 For two years in a row now, a record number of doctoral students have graduated from the Ph.D. 
Program in English.  Eleven students completed the program in 2015-16, a record then, and twelve students 
completed the program in 2016-17, setting a new record.  Although it might seem negligible, the increase 
in the number of graduates is particularly heartening because six years ago the English Department started 
admitting fewer students to the Ph.D. program, partly in response to the academic job market and partly in 
an effort to award graduate fellowships to a higher percentage of doctoral students.  

 While the record number of graduates can best be attributed to the quality and commitment of the 
students and faculty as a whole, academic advising plays an especially important role in retention and 
graduation.  Lisa Hinrichsen, director of the M.A. and Ph.D. Programs; Leigh Sparks, associate director; 
and Patrick Slattery, associate chair of the English Department, recently received a Golden Tusk Award from 
the Division of Student Affairs for their work in advising.  Sparks said that, as advisors, they “emphasize 
the need for doctoral students to complete their degrees within four or five years, while the students are still 
receiving funding from fellowships and/or teaching assistantships.”  “I have known Sparks, Slattery, and 
Hinrichsen to have very generous open-door policies,” said Ph.D. student Garrett Jeter.  “Not just that, but 
they will often drop what they’re doing and visit with students who drop by unannounced.” 

 Jeter, who is writing his dissertation, was recently selected by the University of Arkansas Gradu-
ate School to receive the 2016-17 James J. Hudson Doctoral Fellowship in the Humanities.  His research 
focuses on the reading process and experience in Gothic literature, particularly 19th-century texts such as 
Frankenstein, The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and Jane Eyre.  Regarding his research, Jeter 
said, “Gothic writing stimulates reader participation in creating narrative along with the writer through 
speculation and conjecture—Gothic  transforms the reader into an empirical investigator.”  With his doctoral 
fellowship, Jeter intends to pursue in-depth study of narrative theory as he completes his dissertation.  

 Last fall, the M.A. Program in English started offering students the option of completing a Generalist 
concentration (much like our traditional program that required all students to complete courses in five histor-
ical periods covering British and American literature) or a new Specialist concentration.  Of the 11 students 
who started the M.A. Program last year, 2 students selected the Generalist concentration, and 9 selected 
the Specialist concentration.  Students selecting the new option chose the following areas of specialization: 
Comparative Literature (1), Cultural Studies (1), Ethnic and Regional Literatures (1), Medieval Literature 
(4), Modern American Literature (1), and Rhetoric, Composition, and Literacy (1).  “I really appreciate that 
the Specialist concentration allows me to focus on the area of literary studies in which I already know I’m 
interested,” said Master’s student John Stout, whose area of specialization is Modern American Literature.  
Pursuing the Specialist concentration has allowed Stout the opportunity not only to take more courses in 
his chosen area but also, as he said, “to experience a broader range of courses within that specialty—from 
postwar fiction, to modernist poetry, to film and television studies.”

 Last spring, on a mild evening in early April, current and former M.A. and Ph.D. students in English 
gathered in Kimpel Hall to talk about non-teaching, or alternative-academic (“alt-ac”), career paths.  Titled 
“‘Hire me—I’m qualified!’: Selling Your Degree in English on the Alt-Ac Job Market,” the event featured 
a panel of speakers who discussed the range of alt-ac careers that can be pursued by people with degrees in 
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grAduATE nEws

Graduate Conference Report: GSE Conference

 The Graduate Students in English organization held 
its annual conference in March.  Titled “Appropriating the 
Adaptations,” the 2017 meeting offered twenty-nine presen-
tations, including those by students in our M.A. Program in 
English, M.F.A. Program in Creative Writing and Transla-
tion, Ph.D. Program in English, and Ph.D. Program in Com-
parative Literature and Cultural Studies.  Graduate students 
in other programs at the University of Arkansas and from a 
few other universities presented as well.

 This year’s conference theme examined questions 
related to how literary texts are adapted through other media 
and for various audiences and purposes.  Presentations were grouped into ten panels: “Forays into Film,” 
“Lessons in Language,” “Going Graphic,” “Considering Culture,” “Presenting New Pedagogical Practices,” 
“Producing New Performances,” “Video Game Ventures,” “Issues with Identity,” “Medieval Miscellany,” 
and “Adapting and Appropriating Across Mediums.”     

 Individual presentations considered a variety of topics in addition to film and television adaptation 
of written work, including musical appropriation within the vaporwave genre, the “Bollywoodization” of 
hip-hop, and an examination of the video game Dante’s Inferno as an adaptation of Dante Alighieri’s classic 
work.  M.F.A. student Andrew Butler, who presented on “Stories of Language and Death,” said he appreci-
ated the opportunity to receive “thoughtful feedback from a supportive audience,” adding, “The GSE con-
ference was a highlight of my semester.”

Presenters and participants take a break for lunch.

the humanities, especially English.  All five speakers held some form of degree (B.A., M.A., or Ph.D.) in 
English, and four of the speakers held degrees from our department.  Some of the more specific topics in-
cluded how the panelists located their own jobs; how English students can develop a network of professional 
contacts; and how the research, writing, and analytical skills acquired in English classes can transfer to a 
non-academic workplace.  “The alt-ac panel really added momentum to my job hunt,” said Morgan Scholz, 
who completed her M.A. in English this summer.  “The panelists were both realistic and encouraging—they 
acknowledged that the alt-ac job market is competitive, but they also shared ways to leverage the unique ad-
vantages that English majors have as communicators, rhetoricians, and skilled writers.”  Scholz successfully 
concluded her job hunt in May, landing the position of Communications Manager for the Community Clinic 
of Northwest Arkansas.

 A new blog available through the English Department website (english.uark.edu) currently profiles 
English M.A. and Ph.D. alumni sharing information about their experiences on the academic and alt-ac job 
markets.  Visitors to the home page of the M.A. and Ph.D. Programs will find an image linking to the blog 
site.  Titled “The Wild Blue Yonder: The English MA/PhD Alumni Profile Blog,” the site seeks to acknowl-
edge the professional achievements of former students, to further educate current students about their career 
options, and to illustrate for prospective students the marketability of a graduate degree in English. 
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Graduate Conference Report: AWP Conference

 The annual conference of the Association of Writers and Writ-
ing Programs (AWP) was held in Washington, D.C. last February.  The 
conference celebrated AWP’s 50th anniversary with more than 12,000 
attendees; 2,000 presentations; 550 readings, panels, and craft lectures; 
and 60 featured presenters.  Among the participants were approxi-
mately 20 faculty members and graduate students from the Program in 
Creative Writing and Translation, including students Anthony Blake, 
Sacha Idell, Zach Harrod (pictured at left), and Bailey Hutchinson.  
One of the most memorable readings for Hutchinson featured Terrance 
Hayes, Ocean Vuong, and Rita Dove.  “It was like the entire world 
came to live inside me and wept with me,” Hutchinson said.   

 The sizeable cohort from our department attended the confer-
ence, in part, to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the M.F.A. Program 
in Creative Writing and Translation, founded by Bill Harrison, Miller 
Williams, and Jim Whitehead in 1966.  To celebrate the program’s 
anniversary, faculty members organized a panel of alumni speakers 
and hosted an alumni reunion party at the conference.  Alumni par-
ticipating on the panel included Beth Ann Fennelly, Liz Harris, Brian 
Spears, Lucinda Roy, and Tom Franklin.  Current M.F.A. students 
introduced the program’s new literary journal, The Arkansas Interna-
tional, at the party, sharing the inaugural issue with attendees.   

                              Graduate Conference Report: CCCC Convention 

 In March, a strong cohort of teaching assistants from the M.A. and Ph.D. Programs in English and 
the M.F.A. Program in Creative Writing and Translation made presentations at the annual Convention of 
the Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC).  Students presenting at the CCCC 
Convention, held this year in Portland, Oregon, included Jon Green (“Here Come the Newbies: Cultivating 
Confidence in Novice Instructors”), Paige Hermansen (“Narratives of Literacy Sponsorship in the Promo-
tional Discourse of American Community Colleges and Obama’s ‘Better Make Room’ Campaign.”), Mi-
chel LaCrue (“RSS Feeds for Investigating Discourse Communities in the Composition Classroom”), Julia 
Paganelli (“Biliteracy and Service-Learning: Envisioning and Mapping Community”), and Sara West (”Now 
You See It, Now You Don’t: The Role of Researcher in Ephemeral Social Media Spaces”).  Presenting on a 
panel titled “Content Conflict: An Argument for Alternative Approaches to ‘Writing about Writing,’” chaired 
by Sam Morris, were Erin Daugherty (“Writing Past Conflict, Writing for Your World,”), Morris (“Glad-
enning the Process: Voice, Social Identity, and Young Adult Literature”), and Logan Hilliard (“Creatively 
Composing: Engaged Liberation in First-Year Composition”).  “There were always interesting panels going 
on, and you were sure to run into fellow attendees wherever you went in Portland,” Paganelli said. “I was 
glad to see so many of our TA’s represent our department and the university so well.”

Alumni Al Maginnes, Sandy Longhorn, and 
Alison Pelegrin
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 A former Soviet state with just over 
twenty years of independence, Kazakh-
stan has one of the fastest growing global 
economies in the world. With Russia to the 
north and China to the east, the country 
has 3% of the world’s oil supply and has 
benefitted from the discovery of precious 
metals since independence.  Astana, the 
new capital in the north, is a showcase for 
the opportunities rapidly becoming avail-
able in the country.  Termed the “left bank” 
by locals, the new, developing side of the 
city looks like an architectural Disneyland, 
with diverse building styles of architects 
worldwide situated side by side.  Construc-
tion is going on everywhere.  However, 
the old town center on the right side of the 
river is mostly Soviet-block construction, 
and new signs for groceries and small busi-
nesses hang over old spaces.  Kazakhs are 
proud of the stability in their government, 
and the mostly Muslim people live peacefully with their neighbors and each other.  Although only a hand-
ful of Americans visit Kazakhstan each year, Europeans have long-established interests there, and a sense of 
modernism pervades the culture.  It is rare to see women with their faces covered, and grocery stores have 
substantial alcohol sections.  More and more, Astana is a unique blend of East and West.

 With interest in Western exchange growing in Kazakhstan and with my background in global educa-
tional development, I was invited to teach a course on English language learning for faculty in the Foreign 
Languages Department at S.Seifullin Agro-Technical University in Astana.  Besides addressing methods for 
teaching English writing, I focused on English reading, listening, and speaking, areas measured by standard-
ized tests like TOEFL and IELTS when students apply to study abroad.  I developed the curriculum for the 
thirty-hour course as a model, with exercises, that faculty could adapt to their own classrooms.  Due to na-
tional curriculum policy initiatives, English language learning is a priority for the current Ministry of Educa-
tion, and the plan is for one third of the upper-level courses in all majors to be taught in English within the 
next several years.  For a country with educational growth concentrated mostly in the metropolitan cities of 
Astana and Almaty, and with many of the students who study agriculture coming from small villages with 
limited educational resources, this is quite an ambitious plan.  One of the greatest challenges for faculty 
members in the Foreign Languages Department is that they must provide support to the entire university by 

 Last summer, Laura Gray, Full-Time Instructor in the English Department, spent several weeks in 
Kazakhstan teaching an English language course at S.Seifullin Agro-Technical University in Astana, the 
nation’s capital.  She generously contributed this account of her experience to Arkansas English.

Field Notes from Kazakhstan
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translating the course materials of other professors into English, a task that often comes at the expense of 
language instructors not being able to spend enough time on their own teaching.  Language professors earn 
just $200 USD per month, and the demand on their time is intense. 

 In my work with global 
educational development 
over the past decade, how-
ever, I’ve seen firsthand 
the positive impact that 
exchange programs and 
curricular planning can have 
for faculty and students.  
My goal beyond teaching 
the course, therefore, was 
to foster relationships with 
educational leaders who 
could make differences in 
future curriculum policy and 
who might have resources 
to increase opportunities for 

faculty and student exchanges.  In addition to working with the faculty members who participated in my 
course, I met with university administrators, community-development organizers, and the U.S. Embassy ed-
ucational specialists.  On this first visit to Kazakhstan, I gathered much information, developed an English 
language curriculum that can be built upon by faculty, and helped record a series of language videos that 
will be immediately useful for English language learning.  Providing a Kazakh-English language bridge, the 
videos can be used in university classrooms, as well as in rural schools, to teach and practice English pro-
nunciation.  These videos will soon be available to faculty and students, and eventually they will be acces-
sible on the Internet for anyone to use.  

 With the technologies available 
to us today, there are many opportunities 
for exchange at this site.  I want to cre-
ate student-led initiatives and opportuni-
ties for U.A. students to serve as English 
language partners with Kazakh language 
classrooms.  Using technologies like 
Skype, American students will have the 
chance to meet students in a culture and 
place a great distance from our own, 
without flying for over twenty hours.  
For more information about this project, 
please contact Laura Gray at lgray@
uark.edu.         

17

Laura Gray (middle) with Kazakh teachers and representatives
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English Department Undergraduate Extravaganza

 Last September, the Department of English held its second Undergraduate Extravaganza, an opportu-
nity for undergraduate English majors and minors to meet with each other and to chat with the department’s 
faculty, staff, and graduate students.  The event took place in Walker Hall, just behind Kimpel Hall, and 
included lunch, games, prizes, and t-shirts. The department hopes to host this fun event again in the future.
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 Elias Dominguez Barajas, director of the Program in Rhetoric and 
Composition, presented “Latino Literacy Practices in NWA: From Civics 
Lessons to Personal Journaling in Springdale” at the Latin American and 
Latino Studies Faculty Colloquium, held late last winter at the Multicultural 
Center Lecture Hall in the Arkansas Union.  Focusing primarily on Tina 
Fernandez, a pseudonym for one of thirty participants in his recent ethno-
graphic study, Dominguez Barajas examined how a person’s daily literacy 
practices can cultivate personal agency.  

 Dominguez Barajas explained that he met Fernández, a 61-year-
old Peruvian woman with formal education through the eleventh grade, 
while assisting Linda Tith, a senior instructor from the Northwest Techni-
cal Institute in Springdale who was teaching U.S. Citizenship classes at the 
Springdale Pubic Library.  According to Dominguez Barajas, who tutored 
the students in civics, Fernandez “seemed to relish the feeling of being back 
in school and piecing together the historical and civic details that the Department of Homeland Security—by 
way of its U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service—saw fit to consider required knowledge for all would-
be U.S. citizens.”  “She, and a few others in her class,” he said, “wanted not only to know the answers to the 
questions and to recall the names of historical figures; they wanted to understand why these details mattered 
in the grand scheme of things.” 

 Dominguez Barajas also explained that “the primary impetus behind many of the literacy events en-
gaging the participants in [his] study that can be labeled first-generation immigrants is the need to learn and 
to speak English.”   Northwest Technical Institute and the Springdale Public Library, he said, “have emerged 
as extremely important in furthering this particular effort among Springdale residents and nearby towns.”  
The resources made available through these institutions enabled Tina “to engage in life-changing pursuits, 
such as becoming a citizen (so that she may vote or gain an edge when filing immigration requests for her 
relatives), increasing her fluency in English (so that she can either get a better job or be promoted at her cur-
rent place of employment), and meeting people she would have otherwise have no reason to interact with.”  

 Furthermore, according to Dominguez Barajas, “As a woman in her 60s, suddenly finding herself 
on her own after living with her daughter for years, Tina needed the time away from the confines of her 

Dr. Elias Dominguez Barajas

 “The Department in the Community” section is a new addition to Arkansas English, appearing for 
the first time with the 2017 issue of the newsletter.  This section will highlight some of the interesting, and 
perhaps unexpected, ways in which the activities of the English Department intersect with the activities of 
various communities in the state of Arkansas.  

 In this issue, we feature Elias Dominguez Barajas’s recent presentation on “Latino Literacy Prac-
tices in NWA.” The 2018 issue will feature community programs with which David Jolliffe, as Brown 
Chair in English Literacy, has worked in both Northwest Arkansas and the Arkansas Delta.

Barajas Presents Findings from Regional Study
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house and the interpersonal contact outside of work to ponder and negotiate the events of any given day and 
the nature of her relationship with her now middle-aged children and extended family.”  While visiting the 
library, she also kept up with the events in her home country by accessing Peruvian websites and Spanish-
language news sites. In addition to this online activity, she perused books and magazines and checked out 
Spanish-language music CDs and videos.

 While participating in the study, Fernandez 
shared various types of texts with Dominguez Bara-
jas, some of which she had been keeping for years.  
“They all fit remarkably in a sturdy rectangular 
plastic bag that was no more than 12 inches tall by 4 
wide,” he explained.  “A mini-backpack, it seemed 
to me. In it, she had lists, scribbles, notes, extended 
accounts of events in her life.  She had journals filled 
with eclectic information, such as accounts of family 
gatherings or trips, alongside shopping lists, recipes, 
and spending records.”  

 Interestingly, Fernandez was especially 
skilled at using a smart phone and texting.  “I was 
intrigued by her facility with—and reliance on—the 
written communication the smart phone as a medium 
afforded,” Dominguez Barajas said.  “The promi-
nent role of digital communication—particularly 
by means of a smart phone—has led to a combina-
tion of traditional and new literacy that we’ve just 
recently begun to examine, but the infectious nature 
of text-messaging has served as a palliative for the 
geographical distance that has always haunted the 
relationships of transnational immigrants.”  Fernan-
dez even shared with Dominguez Barajas the drafts 
of a response to a family member with whom she had had a disagreement.  “Ironically, even though she was 
using a telephone to communicate with this family member, she was choosing not to reply to that person 
orally,” he commented.  “Instead, she planned to respond via text-message, the latter means enabling her to 
deliver her response in toto, without being interrupted.”

 In concluding his presentation, Dominguez Barajas emphasized that approaching literacy as “social 
practice” leads to reconsidering “basic assumptions about what kind of writing matters and to whom.”  As 
he pointed out, “The civics lessons, the English-language classes, the keeping of a personal journal, and the 
various scraps of written language that Tina kept are all indicative of the significance of literacy for someone 
like her.”
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M.A. and Ph.D. Job Placements for 2016

M.A. Alumni

Morgan Scholz, M.A. ‘17
 Communications Manager at the Community Clinic of Northwest Arkansas (Springdale, AR) 

Sally Ferguson, M.A. ‘16
 Adjunct English Instructor at Texarkana College (Texarkana, AR)

Jessi Schnebelen, M.A. ‘16
 Tutor Coordinator for the Business Communication Lab at the Walton College of Business, Univer- 
 sity of Arkansas-Fayetteville (Fayetteville, AR) 

Alicia Troby, M.A. ‘16
 English Teacher at Elkins High School (Elkins, AR)
  
Marisa Grippo, M.A. ‘15
 Administrative Specialist with the College of Science and Engineering, Southern Arkansas Univer- 
 sity (Magnolia, AR) 

Shirley Rash, M.A. ‘15
 Assistant Editor with New Leaf Publishing Group (Green Forest, AR)

Jackie Lawrence, M.A. ‘14
 HR Recruiting Manager for J.B. Hunt (Fayetteville, AR)

Rachel Hancock, M.A. ‘13
 Academic Advisor and Scholarship Coordinator in the Walton Honors Program, University of   
 Arkansas-Fayetteville (Fayetteville, AR)

Rene H. Treviño, M.A. ‘11
 Assistant Professor of English at California State University-Long Beach (Long Beach, CA)

Mary Kincy Cope, M.A. ‘10
 Assistant Director of Communications at Dell Medical School, University of Texas-Austin   
 (Austin, TX)
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Ph.D. Alumni

Farzana Akhter, Ph.D. ‘17
 Assistant Professor of English at East West University (Dhaka, Bangladesh)

Whitney Martin, Ph.D. ‘17
 Assistant Teaching Professor of English at the University of Southern Mississippi-Gulf Park (Long  
 Beach, MS)

Paula White, Ph.D. ‘17
 Instructor of English at the University of Mississippi-Oxford (Oxford, MS)

Eddie Ardeneaux, Ph.D. ‘16
 Instructor of English at the University of the Ozarks (Clarksville, AR)

Paige Hermansen, Ph.D. ‘16
 Assistant Professor of Composition and Rhetoric at Westfield State University (Westfield, MA)

Nikki Holland, Ph.D. ‘16
 Writing Center Course Mentor for Western Governor’s University (Salt Lake City, UT)

Eric Larson, Ph.D. ‘16
 Writer/Editor with the Transportation Security Administration (Arlington, VA)

Amy Oatis, Ph.D. ‘16
 Associate Professor of English at University of the Ozarks (Clarksville, AR)

Lindsey Panxhi, Ph.D. ‘16
 Assistant Professor of English at Oklahoma Baptist University (Shawnee, OK)

Rachael Price, Ph.D. ‘16
 Assistant Professor of English at Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College (Tifton, GA)

Jeremy Burns, Ph.D. ‘14
 Director of Communications with the Office of Enrollment Management Support at the Uni-  
 versity of Arkansas-Fayetteville (Fayetteville, AR)
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Letters From Our Alumni

 Katherine Novak, (B.A. Class of 1970, M.A. Class of 1985) sent these kind words:

 When I was working on my master’s degree many years ago, I took one of Dr. Kimpel’s classes.  
It was more than I thought anyone would ever need to know about Germanic and Celtic Backgrounds to 
English Language and Literature (or some such daunting title), but Dr. Kimpel made the course one I looked 
forward to.  His knowledge, personality, and willingness to help made a lasting impression on me.

 While I’m on the subject of impressions—the expertise, dedication, and far reaching influence of the 
faculty at this English Department cannot be measured.  I wish to note those who passed on the spark to me.  
Some outstanding teachers and mentors I had include Lyna Lee Montgomery, Gail Crump, Dick Bennett, 
Leighton Rudolph, Jim Whitehead, and Miller Williams.

 I majored in English, taught 43 years in area schools, and am now retired.  With the extra time, I 
have re-connected with many former students on social media.  You do not know the impact you had on 
students until you see and hear what they say about how positively you influenced them.  I think we all ac-
knowledge and pay forward in our ways. . . 

 With all the great writers at hand to quote from on the themes of longing, memory, time, loss, nostal-
gia, and mutability--I find it hard to choose from someone else’s words. Anyway, my instructors left me with 
a sense of longing for, well, those literary phrases with which to face mortality. Melville has Starbuck wish 
“...for one red cherry” at the end. If only.  

 I wish I’d said thank you to my instructors years ago. Occasionally, moments percolate up and I find 
myself thinking of myself thinking, at the age of eighteen, for the first time what a piece of literature meant, 
really meant.  When you’re eighteen, the world is new.

 So, yes, those teachers opened vistas and portals and Chapman’s Homer to me. 

 Memory:  Ignorant me telling Gail Crump, my Honors freshman English instructor, now Professor 
Emeritus at Central Missouri State, that Jane Austen wrote about little people (with little problems, or so I 
thought). He has never let me live that one down.

 Katherine Novak
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dEpArTmEnTAl AwArds
B.A. 

Betty Moore Brown Endowed Scholarship
 Addison Cornwell
 Kristen Emanuel
Felix Christopher McKean Memorial Award
 Addison Mahaffey
G.V.G. “Tori” Saunders Award in English
 Auburn Peters
James R. Bennett College English Association 
Award
 Jonathan Green
JoAnn Rushton & Linda Rushton Selman En-
dowed English Scholarship
 Brock DeMark
Leo and Nola Van Scyoc Award in English
 Parick Owen Angyal
Lyna Lee Montgomery Endowed Award
 Dana Turner Haymore
Marie Thompson Carson and Eva Clark Thomp-
son Endowed Scholarship
 Stanley Branson
Phydella Hogan Award
 Christian White
War Eagle Fair Scholarship Fund
 Chase Shanahan

M.A. and Ph.D. 

Ben Kimpel Memorial Fund
 Michael Pitts
 Linda Shaffer
Blair Rouse Scholarship Fund
 Leila Beigi Sadegh
 John Taylor Stout
Claude W. Faulkner Award
 Erin Daugherty
 Garret Jeter
English Department Teaching Excellence Award
 Rashmila Maiti
Larry Guinn Endowed Award
 Jonathan Green
 Morgan Sholz

Vance and Mary Celestia Parler Randolph Fel-
lowship in English
 Farzana Akhter
 Rashmila Maiti
 MaryKate Messimer
 Sam Morris
 Tim Nelson
 Paula Wingard White

M.F.A. 

Carolyn F. Walton Cole Fellowship
 Madeline Vardell
Carolyn F. Walton Cole First-Year Fellowships
 Emma Jones
 David Priest
 Taylor Werner
Felix Christopher Mckean Memorial Award
 Vicente Yepez
Harrison/Whitehead Founders’ Fellowships
 Cheyenne Autry
 Anthony Blake
James T. Whitehead Awards
 Joy Clark
 Jacob Lindberg
 Zachary Schwab
 Jacob Yordy 
John and Shirley Holmes Scholarship
 Andrew Butler
Lilly Peter Fellowships
 J.T. Mahany
 Gwendolyn Mauroner
 Suzanne Monroe
 Joshua Moore
 Sara Ramey
Underrepresented Student Scholarship
 Jenee Skinner
Walton Family Fellowships
 Collin Callahan
 Joy Clark
 Jacob Collum
 Sara Ramey
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Fall 2016
Erin Beu
Angela Blake
Andrew Blume
Kristin Burger
Dionne Collins
Daniel Crawford
Eric Davidson
Nora Davidson
Austin Farrell
Lauren Faulkner
Nickolas Finch
Beth Frye
Kelsey Gourd
Jessica Hedges
Jeffrey Hollingsworth
Ashton Hudak
Charles Jean
Sarah Jones
Forrest Jorgensen

B.A.
Elizabeth Mason
Damon Mitchell
Danesha Palmer
Jenna Parnell
Hunter Schmitt
Zachary Thomas
Maisee Vang 

Spring 2017
Patrick Angyal
Miguel Barrios
Dana Blair
Coty Darst
Rebecca Davis
Michele Dobbins
Benjamin Eggleton
Carli Ellison
Jordan Ferrell
Hannah Fisher
Courtney Fund

Javier Gamboa
Sarah Gill
Darby Guinn
Jamie Gurwell
Austin Guss
Karstin Hale
William Hall
Aaron Handloser
Christopher Harvey
Katherine Hicks
Bethany Hollis
Kayley Holman
Haley Hunt
Brittany Jackson
Kelly Keeney
Katherine Kennedy
Elizabeth Kramer
Alix Laws
Genevieve Lyons
Thomas Maunakea

Dylan May
Emily Meckem
Marina Meyer
Marlayna Milne
Kayla Peterson
Molly Quinn
Zachary Rupe
Dennison Schultz
Autumn Sehy
Shelby Shackelford
Helen Smith
Sydney Soster
Taylor Stovall
Mary Thomas
Julia Trupp
Samuel Tyler
Silna Victor
Noel Wheeler
Ann Willett
Mitch Yeager

M.A. 

Summer 2016
Kristi Pierse
Alicia Troby

Spring 2017
Eric Bontempo
Karly Eaton 
Amanda Elmore 
Benjamin Enyart 
Logan Hilliard 
Myles Melancon 
Tessa Swehla 
Stephanie Tangman 
Evan Wordlaw 

Ph.D. 

Summer 2016
Edward Ardeneaux
Sarah (Nikki) Holland
Ashley Robinson

Fall 2016
Angela Cox
Amy Oatis 
Jennifer Pastoor 
Justin Tinsley 

Spring 2017
Farzana Akhter
Christy Davis
Linda Shaffer
Megan Vallowe 
Paula White 

M.F.A. 

Fall 2016
Anne Greeott

Spring 2017
Caroline Beimford
Brody Parrish Craig
Jesse Irwin
Emily Lerner
Larissa Lewis
Michelle Myers 
Molly Bess Rector



Help Us to Continue Supporting Students

 As this issue of Arkansas English attests, the English Department supports gradu-
ate and undergraduate students by hiring outstanding faculty and offering robust degree 
programs, funding student efforts to coordinate and attend conferences, providing social 
events for students, giving monetary awards for outstanding scholarship and creative 
writing, inviting significant scholars and creative writers to campus, and preparing stu-
dents for success on the academic and nonacademic job markets.  We hope you will help 
the department continue to provide these important types of support.  If you would like 
further information on how you can best support the work of the English Department, 
please contact Dorothy Stephens, Chair, at (479) 575-5982 or dstephen@uark.edu.      

 If you would like to make a donation, please make your check payable to the Uni-
versity of Arkansas Foundation and indicate on the check, as well as in an attached letter, 
that you wish the funds to go to the Department of English (or for a particular purpose 
within this department).   Our address is 333 Kimpel Hall, University of Arkansas, Fay-
etteville, AR  72701.

Alumni, wE wAnT To hEAr From you!
 We would like to update our alumni records, so please send us any news about yourself that you 
would like to share.  For example, have you gotten a new job, moved, changed your name, or published 
a book?  Help us keep in touch and stay up to date on alumni accomplishments by providing the follow-
ing information by post or email:
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
         Name (family and married names, as well as a nickname, if applicable)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
         Address 
                           
         Class year(s) and degree(s)  
 
         News you want to share  

Write to the Department of English, 333 Kimpel Hall, Fayetteville, AR 72701;
or email the information to us at engl@uark.edu
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